By The People, for The People.
- Crown Jurisdiction Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

Notice to Employers

Maxim of Law:

Free will and informed consent are essential at all times.

Or it is called slavery. 25 years jail.

Maxim of Law:

The claimant must prove their claim:

The government says:
’If you want your freedoms back, the only way out of this; is to be vaccinated’.

That would be; by a privately owned, foreign owned, profit generating, experimental vaccine,
containing graphene oxide, nano particles and other foreign digital transmission components for a
social credit trans-humanism future.
Refer to under the microscope education at the end of this paper.

And We The People say:
‘Really! Scientifically Prove this is the only way and provide 100% disclosure across
mainstream media of the contents of the vaccines!’
Until then all claims, timelines, and alleged fines are Null and Void.
11mins: Death by vaccine batch numbers: https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crXeeMVlzbo
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To the Beautiful People of Australia, and the world, this proof will never be forthcoming. But let them
try, and let them be stopped, by their own inability to prove the safety and efficacy of this privately
owned, depopulation tool, unleashed upon the Earth’s good humanity, via a fictional legal construct.

_______________________________

Australia has changed jurisdiction. 23.9.2021.
From legal, to Lawful.
Why? Because we can.
Why? Because we have had a tyrannical, global, private corporation in charge.
Familiarise yourself with that in these following pages and associated links.
The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth. Matthew 5:5

_______________________________

Fortunately for humanity…..
We have this thing called ‘Law’.
Law is part of the greater Source field.
The same Source field that invites the Sun to rise and set,
The same Source field that invites the seasons to come and go,
The same Source field that invites the breathe into your body, to inhale and exhale,
without you ever having to think about it.
That Source field !
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Law is inherent in the very fabric of existence.
Law does not belong to some and not others.
Law does not require it be granted to you, to be able to use it.
Law exists in this now moment, for your use, evidenced by the fact that you stand upon the
soil of Our Beloved Mother Earth.
Law is not dependent of the man made ‘legalese' made in Parliament.
Law holds accountability to such legalese: to meet the standards of Law.
Law has a Rule.
By which all matters are measured:

The Rule of Law is ‘All Are Created Equal. All Are Equal Before The Law’.
So……. we have to thank the Australian Government when it creates such an outstanding failure in
that Rule of Law, by creating a two tiered society; of vaxxed and unvaxxed, each with different
‘privileges’. We call this slavery.

Such an extraordinary failure allows us; We The People, to immediately dismiss, and remove, such
corruption from the landscape. Urgently and immediately. And that is what has been done.
23.9.2021. We invite the Consciousness of the good People of Australia, and indeed the world, to
catch up with what has been done to liberate humanity from this private, profiteering agenda. And
together we will navigate the logistics to dismantle, remove, and/or overhaul our systems and our
resources to meet standards of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before the Law.

In this corrupted system, where everyone is not equal, according to these decision makers, who also
happen to be public servants, paid by the public purse, and who are in multiple contracts with big
private corporations, including the big pharma manufacturers, the covid19 pandemic is easily
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evidenced as a privately owned business model; designed to deliver profits and control to the few, at
the expense of the greater wellbeing of humanity. This is a tired business model repeating itself
throughout history.

YOU are the unwitting customer of this business model.
Did you witness the contracts and have evidence you agreed to them ?

No !!

Well you cannot be a party to this transaction then.
Thank you for the offer. The offer is refused.

If no free will and informed consent is acquired, but
coercion and blackmail is used, we call this slavery. 25 years jail.
There has, and will continue to be, very real collateral damage to humanity, despite the marketing
pitch being all about ‘keeping you safe’; the ultimate trickster ! A mind game. We are yet to witness
the longer term repercussions of this experimental bioweapon/vaccination in the greater body temple
of humanity. Already we have seen the horrendous collateral damage of having graphene oxide
injected into the human family.

Thus, in this moment, there is no greater call for humanity,
than to execute and restore Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

This includes removing those who trespass upon the freedoms of the People, knowing
very clearly that this is treason, fraud and slavery, and hoping they would get away with it. But they
haven’t. And they won’t.
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Thus the People have convened to remedy this matter via dismissal of a broken system. Please do
take the time to listen to the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021, and
the Second Australian Grand Jury 21.10.2021. Links directly follow. The onus is on everyone to be
educated and responsible for what is unfolding on Planet Earth at this time, as we transition into

1000 Golden Years of Peace.

___________________________________________________________

As per Orders of the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021,
https://executiveorders.life/inaugural-australian-grand-jury-2021/

You will find extensive writings and recording at this address to assist the understanding of
what is happening now on Planet Earth as we frontier into a new Age. We are moving from
Guardianship to Humanitarianism. It requires a significant shift of Consciousness.

and the Second Australian Grand Jury 21.10. 2021.
https://executiveorders.life/second-australian-grand-jury-2021/

These matters are Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.
All offending parties are liable and accountable before a Jury of 12 peers under
Crown Jurisdiction, Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before the Law.

_________________________________________
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A brief history:
…….for those who do not know it, are destined to repeat it ….
Structurally, where is humanity?
Humanity has been inside a privately owned Guardianship. That includes YOU !
Without your knowledge, or free will, or informed consent.
Without these; as evidence of choice, in a landscape of 100% transparency, we can also call this
Guardianship: slavery.
We are in the Exodus.
We are moving from legal to lawful.
From Guardianship to Humanitarianism.
From the Age of Pisces, to the Age of Aquarius.
Where humanity governs itself.
Understand what is unfolding, and follow the stepping stones.

As of Papal Bull: Unum Sanctum 1302: a reaction to the advancement of the Magna Carta 1215, and
establishing a stronger voice in 1297; Planet Earth and all her resources were deemed to be inside
this first global private master trust, called Unum Sanctum, owned by the Vatican. Yes, a corrupted
version of the Catholic Church. No disrespect to good Catholics choosing this pathway of faith to
commune with their Creator.

Humanity also is in the trust, under Guardianship. Deemed to be incompetent and salvageable as a
working energy tool for the profits of the few. The current CEO of Australia’s Board of the
Guardians Future Fund, valued at $226B, is Peter Costello. This fund has $2.5B in Big Pharma
investments. Costello is also Chairperson of Channel 9. This is a gross conflict of interest
facilitating a monopoly voice, influence, and distribution line on health, that is: the privately owned
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and profiteering vaccine industry. It needs customers and YOU are it. This is despite monopolies
being strictly forbidden in all healthy marketplaces.

This is what a monopoly can produce:

BioNTech/Pfizer: that would be: BioNTech : bio and technology : your biology mixed with
some technology, specifically Graphene Oxide: strongly substantiated by vast research,
is likely going to kill you, make you infertile, or permanently injure you; issued shares at
$13.82 USD October 11, 2019. Just 6 months before the ‘pandemic’. Today, 23 months later,
September 21, 2021, they are valued at $339.01 USD.
That’s an increase of 2353.04%.

Minister for Health and Aged Care, Mr Hunt tells us ‘280 million doses of Covid19 vaccines have
now been secured by the Australian Government to support the Covid19 vaccine roll-out.’
Orders # 38 Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021.

Thus, it is not the free market dynamics of supply and demand that have resulted in these profits, it is
monopolisation of the health industry, coercion, blackmail, incarceration of humanity, and the theft of
rights and freedoms to dominate a marketplace that have resulted in these returns on investment, for
those involved in this private business model.

Unfortunately where Boardrooms had guidelines to speak up about such conflict of interests, no one
took accountability of this on behalf of humanity. So We The People, are doing that now. Orders #
31-37 Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021.

Humanity, within the master trust of Unum Sanctum is absolutely deemed to be human cattle, largely
governed by the Poor Laws that had their origins in 1535 with Henry VIII, and have advanced
throughout the centuries to the current global mess we have today. Facilitated by the birth certificate:
a contract with 0% transparency. And you are listed on banking documents as cattle, and tricked into
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promissory notes called mortgages, all with 0% transparency, but 100% trickery.

You are owned by a farmer, as cattle. The human herd. Under constant management for ‘herd
immunity’. Administered by a global, corporate Big Pharma. The farmer has simply decided it is
time to vaccinate it’s cattle with this new experimental bioweapon/vaccination. Because it’s good for
profits and ongoing control of the herd. It deems a good culling of the human herd is also in order.
The Georgia Guide Stones gave warning of this impending time in 1981. Too many humans are a
danger to the control mechanism. It does not care about the suffering, injury and death, for it has 8
billion cattle and if a percentage die, that merely helps it perfect it’s recipe for the experimental
vaccination. Sounds callous, but for those who have done their research, this architecture is not
news. This is a highly documented depopulation program. Australia is scheduled to have 10 000
000 less people by 2025.

Where are we in the big picture?
If you are used to having your head in your phone, with a goldfish attention span, grasping the
quantum landscape will require you to stretch your Consciousness. Which is exactly what this is all
about. See bigger and further than being distracting in small things designed to distract you.

We are

at the end of a 2000 year Galactic Age, the Age of Pisces, the Age of Guardianship. Coupled with 3
trimesters of the Pluto Return, natal to the 1297 solidification of the 1215 Magna Carta. And in the
final 3 years of Pluto (plutonic) transiting through Capricorn, blowing up the current, corrupted power
structure. It’s transit began with the global financial crisis of 2008, indicating a poorly constructed
financial equation, low in integrity, also known as slavery. We are still transitioning through the fall out
of that explosion, although most would not know that. Dismantling and replacing a global financial
structure that began, in it’s current manifestation, in 1913, and leaches into all elements of global life,
does not happen over night.

3 trimesters of Pluto returns: We as a humanity, are literally birthing the New Age. That being the
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Age of Aquarius. Where humanity governs itself, and the Guardianship of the Piscean Age is
deemed obsolete: an inferior technology, grossly inadequate to move forward with humanity, as we
advance into this fresh dawning.

What do we need to bring this about?
A shift of Consciousness that engages the use of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law,
to self govern.
Grant ourselves permission to know, and understand, that this is unfolding.
Let go, and flow with it.
Hold the public servants accountable for being public servants, not rulers.
This is ‘The Great Awakening’.
Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

Notice to Employers
1.

Let it be known, loud and clear, mandatory vaccination has no basis in Law/Lore.

2.

That would be: Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The LAW, as evidenced by the creation of a two
tiered society; that being the vaccinated, with one set of privileges; and the unvaccinated, with a
restrained set of lifestyle options. This is a gross failure of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The
LAW, and is therefore 100% NULL and VOID.
Deemed to be an absurdity in Law, and a slavery agenda.
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3.

Whereas in past timelines; this regime might have been successful at implementing this tired old game
of 'divide and conquer’ to maintain control and harvesting of the masses for the benefit of the few, we
know, having come to the end of a 2000 year Age: that of Guardianship, and completing 3 trimesters
of the 248 year Pluto cycle, that we are clearly birthing the Age of Aquarius. The Age of
humanitarianism, where humanity manages itself with an acute awareness of it’s place in the greater
eco system, of which it is a part .

4.

Mandatory vaccination is a policy of a private legal system , which is part of a privately owned
global corporation and is 100% fraud and slavery upon the inherent rights, and the safety and
freedoms, of the People.

5.

It is fake.

6.

It is not Law in any way and should not be mistaken for Law.

7.

It is legal, a subset of Law, and is dependent on allegedly owning you, and tricking you. Did it ask for
your consent? No! Then it is not law.

8.

It is dependent upon an illusion of authority.

9.

It is an old and tired, highly and well documented, system of slavery. It is done.

10.

No jurisdiction exists in Law for any entity to profess, nor perpetrate, ‘mandatory vaccination policy’
upon the free will and informed consent of the People. Nor to access the body temple in any way
whatsoever, without the express written and wet ink signing, as evidence of a valid contract, by the
individual, that they agree to participate in the injecting of a foreign owned substance, that does
contain graphene oxide and other nanoparticles, into their body temple. Failure to acquire, and have
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on record, this informed consent; is slavery. Full accountability for slavery will be brought before the
Jury of 12 peers, under the jurisdiction of Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before the Law.

11.

At the time of ordering 280 000 000 doses of an experimental bioweapon/vaccination = 5+ per
individual, the contracts between the Australian Government: public servants, and the private
corporation bioweapon/vaccine manufacturers, did fail to acquire free will and informed consent
from The People to participate in such an experiment.
Refer to Order #38 of the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 2021.

Thus assuming the right to overrule free will and informed consent. Thus assuming the bodies of
We The People; were the property of the public servants, and the public servants were free to decide
what the bodies would be subjected to. This is slavery.

Thus all contracts between government and Big Pharma covid19 vaccine manufacturers are NULL
and VOID. Deemed to be a gross failure of the critical elements of a contract, and are thus an
absurdity in Law. Orders # 41 and 64, Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021.

12.

Further, alleging the vaccine is free is blatant fraud. Vaccines are paid for by the Australian People,
as a draw down from the trust funds created via the monetisation of the birth certificate, a calibration of
your value as a debt slave to a private construct. Again, we call this slavery.

The government has no money of it’s own; but is merely an administrator of the People’s resources.
Thus the People pay for the vaccine, and have the vaccine forced upon them: an experimental
bioweapon/vaccination, by the pubic servants, who are paid for by the public purse.

This is an absurdity in Law: a complete failure in Law. This is an act of tyranny and slavery. All
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matters connected to this subject are NULL and VOID.

13.

Let it be known loud and clear, all those who perpetuate this subject and are perpetrators of such
actions, on behalf of their corporations, will be held 100% personally liable and accountable, for
their Harm and Injury, in the theft of the People’s inherent rights and freedoms, also known as slavery.
Such violations can be reported here: https://executiveorders.life/form-a-injured-party/
And here: https://executiveorders.life/australia-trials/

14.

In Law, Corporate Immunity does not exist and cannot protect you from what you might do in
exchange for your pay check. Employees are to double check their chain of command within their
corporation, and ensure they are not expecting you to carry out the orders of a private legal
corporation called the Australian Government, violating the free will and informed consent of The
People. Because you will be held liable and accountable. Use this Notice to hand to your chain of
command to STOP them using you to enforce an experimental vaccination on fellow work
colleagues.
Orders # 68, Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021.

15.

We The People, thank the Australian Government, already dismissed for illegitimate standing, in
the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 23.9.2021, and further substantiated in the Second Australian
Grand Jury 21.10.2021 for your offer to vaccinate this body temple with a privately owned, foreign
owned, graphene oxide, and other foreign matter, suite of products, alleging to protect against the
largely fictional pandemic. Your mandatory command to
‘get vaccinated’ is recognised as slavery, thus your offer is rejected as a gross violation of inherent
rights. The contract is NULL and VOID, failing all standards of essential terms for a valid contract.

16.

Further: Maxim of Law, the onus is upon the claimant to prove their claim. Should the founders
of this business model, wish to continue with these dialogues, please provide scientific proof that the
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privately owned product suite, of the foreign owned, bioweapon manufacturers would be superior to
this inherent immune system, against the largely fictional pandemic. And then I may exercise my free
will and informed consent and inherent rights to choose it, or not. Order 18.xi and 18.xii of the
Second Australian Grand Jury 2021 21.10.2021 12pm ACST, under Crown Jurisdiction, Rule of Law:
All Are Equal Before The Law.

17.

Further, please provide proof, that against all previously known declarations, including the Nuremberg
Trials, that this, now defunct, government received individual wet ink authority from We The People,
to dictate what enters this body. Without such wet ink authority, such action is known as slavery. To
incur job loss in pursuit of a vaccination status, is known as extortion and blackmail. 100% personal
liability and accountability will be tallied for perpetrators of these crimes before Rule of Law: All Are
Equal Before the Law.

Corporate Immunity is a ‘legal fiction’ of a privately owned legal system and

does not exist in Law.
Maxim of Law: the agent/employee is equally accountable as the owner.

18.

Be advised legal is not Law. Legal is a subset of Law and does violate Law to exist in the first
place. No job offer contract could include a clause that claims jurisdiction over the body by the
employer, at any time. Such a clause would be an absurdity in Law and render the contract Null
and Void, from the beginning.

19.

As the employer, under Maxim of Law: the claimant must prove their claim, please provide all
appropriate evidences that you have the authority, from myself, to enforce entry to this body temple
with a privately owned product range, based on the alleged word of the Australian Government that it
is ‘safe' and the ‘only remedy’ for the largely fictional pandemic. Therefore protecting yourself
personally for liability and accountability of Crimes Against Humanity. No corporate immunity exists in
Law. Full individual accountability is measured before a Jury of 12 peers under Rule of Law: All Are
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Equal Before The Law.

20.

Until such proof is evident and substantiated in Maxim of Law, all dialogues and processes regarding
vaccine mandates do cease to exist. Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 2021: Order #45. Second
Australian Grand Jury 2021 21.10.2021 12pm ACST, Order 18.ii and 18.vii under Crown Jurisdiction,
Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

21.

The WA vaccination policy, announced Monday 20.10.2021 is deemed NULL and VOID, as
an absurdity in Law, and does constitute 100% slavery, which the People will not tolerate.

Order

18.xv of the Second Australian Grand Jury 2021 21.10.2021 12pm ACST, under Crown Jurisdiction,
Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

22.

Therefore, Premier Mark McGowan was dismissed as proceedings of the Second Australian Grand
Jury 2021: Order 18.ii and 18.xvi of the Second Australian Grand Jury 2021 21.10.2021 12pm ACST,
under Crown Jurisdiction, Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law.

23.

Further, unfortunately the Premier of Victoria, Mr Dan Andrews, and his team, did submit to Parliament
26.10.2021 a ludicrous Bill in an attempt to implement, what We The People deem to be,
an absurdity in Law, as it fails Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before the Law.

The Public Health and Wellbeing Amendment (Pandemic Management) Bill 2021.
People found guilty of “intentionally and recklessly” breaching public health orders would
face two years in jail or a $90,000 fine, the premier will get sweeping powers to declare pandemics
and the public’s right to privacy will be enshrined in law under pandemic legislation introduced by the
Andrews government.
By Sumeyya Ilanbey The Age 26.10.2021
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This is not Law. It is private policy of a private corporation.
This is the private policy and the private Orders of a private, foreign owned global corporation,
masquerading in our landscape as a Constitutional Australian Government.

Thus wasting the valuable time of the good People of Australia, and expecting to use the valuable
resource of the good People of Australia to pay public servants to tirelessly debate matters that were
established centuries ago, in the now defunct Parliament.

This will not be tolerated. The Bill is Null and Void as an absurdity in Law.
24.

Any and all fines associated with the covid19 landscape are fake, false and have no bearing on Rule
of Law: All Are Equal Before the Law, but are instead a weapon used by a privately owned business
model, to enforce it’s products into the market place. All such fines are Null and Void, and deemed to
be an absurdity in Law.
You may report such injury here: including the Infringement number as the reference number: https://
executiveorders.life/form-a-injured-party/

25.

Judiciary attempting to collect on this fraud will be dismissed from the already defunct private
corporation calling itself the Australian Government.

26.

We trust you understand the seriousness of this fraud perpetrated upon the Australian People and the
global population, by a privately owned system of corporations, calling itself government.

Thank you in advance for your time and attention in these very important matters.
Full accountability and transparency is expected.
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Rule of Law: All Are Equal Before The Law: is the standard of Law.

If you are seeking education, please visit www.executiveorders.life
Writings of the Inaugural Australian Grand Jury 2021, Section 9.
You will also find a link there for the Telegram feed Arise Australia which is a clean feed, with no chat
and is simply global research into the corruptions of the Covid19 privately owned business model.

27.

Additional points of education are here:

a) Law vs Legal. The system you were in. Now dismissed for failure of Rule of Law: All Are Equal
Before The Law.

48 mins

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crXVfgVlUeT
b) A system that identifies itself as broken. 10 mins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQjAy-01XhE
c) Dr Michael McDowell 24 mins. What is in the vaccine. Increased death rates.
https://www.brighteon.com/a8a0ce33-40f4-47bd-9b73-dadec57b1021
d) What’s in the vaccine? Ex Pfizer scientist discloses what’s in it. 15 minutes.
https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/receipts-patents-expose-medical-devices-in-jab-injectablecomputing-system/?fbclid=IwAR0mOrl5GTC9Rk7NjGG5MiuglR0h8HdaPbxZGDizsJFBZBc67syrC7URlZg

In The Creator God Almighty, We Trust.
The Meek Shall Inherit The Earth Matthew 5:5
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